LASSEN COUNTY MAP
Ordinal and Intermediate Directions

1. Fill in the compass rose with ordinal and intermediate directions.

2. Label each of the 4 sections (quadrants) with intermediate directions.

3. Color the lakes blue. Trace the rivers in blue.

4. Color each of the four sections of the map with different colors. Complete the map key to match your coloring.

5. Circle the quadrant with most of Lassen County's cities and towns?
   NE   NW   SE   SW

6. __________________________ is the county seat of Lassen County.

7. Circle the quadrant with most of Eagle Lake. NE NW SE SW

8. Is Mount Lassen in Lassen County? Yes No

9. Circle the quadrant your school is in. NE NW SE SW

10. Name the towns in the northwest quadrant.
    __________________________________________________________

11. Why is the eastern boundary line different from Lassen County’s other boundary lines?
    __________________________________________________________
    __________________________________________________________

12. Why do you think most of Lassen County's cities and towns are in southeastern quadrant?
    __________________________________________________________
    __________________________________________________________
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